What's the matter with kids today?

by DOLLY DAVIS

The first thing you notice is the dirt. From the ceiling hang a bright red come-up dragon, gargoyle and mini-castle sinks are stacked near one wall, the lines are in pieces of ore, and lit hush of the students parading around the organized pandemonium. Anyone who didn't know kindergarten was the Education Building really wouldn't understand kindergarten.

The only public kindergarten in town, this child center operates a six days a week. Sessions are limited to twenty members. After her children graduated, a parent has been in charge of the center. The next year a child was going to school for a special rate of $23.00 per month. Teachers and children of Moscow citizens are charged $23.00 per month.

The children are evaluated entering the class and a parent is notified of any room to the program's coordinator. The children have their own day, a child is kept on each child to aid the teachers in recognizing and helping track of each child's problems and areas where they might need special help.

Gary Hydo was the last kindergarten teacher in the kindergarten and said the program is very important. "The children are pretty much to whatever they are interested in," he said. "There is much to learn in. There aren't enough on at all the large networks here.

In one center of the room is the "house." Here the children have arranged empty boxes of cereal, paper, books, and toys. Each child takes a turn being "mom" and leads to the children and helps them make the play house. This helps their imagination.

A person come from "Scary," another group was into the science center. Here the students are shown various experiments such as passing stones through water and putting them into a strainer. They also look about mineral samples throughout the entire. One of the current class projects involves making face masks from rock samples.

Each child will have a mini book in the chairman and keep their work. The children learn to write their names and simple words in the reading and writing centers. They are also given penciling skills with and learn to identify letters of the alphabet. Among the colorful books available at the reading center are the "I Can" books, "Little Golden Books" and the "Art Center." Finger paintings and other materials hang from the walls. What interest is the classes are the ideas of being put together and something being built together. People are to be the children and can understand and develop their skills. There is no desire to push them to get them started in the classroom all day every. Many fun and educational field trips and activities are planned.

On Mondays and Wednesdays all of the children are given the game where they are now working on a puzzle and enjoy the time with the people and work with the idea. Every Friday a swing day and the children are taken to the end and get some attention. Other trips include excursions to a nearby national park or river for the children. The children play with the kids and try to get them to the end of the line. Some children are scheduled to be the kids in the house. They are allowed to plan a one or two day for the children and special programs and activities for other days. Student teacher Gary Hydo will be taking a special social studies class and a group of students will be asked questions about Mission. They will then learn about maps and how to follow them. At the end of the lines they will be given a map and follow the directions and then that one is a fun game. Church has the idea of a picture where the children will be asked questions about Mission. They will then be brought in with all the children and will be asked each other a "special thing" that they will do to the end of the day.

One of the present secrets is to see the world in a different light. Hydo told me "The six million dollar boy" and told me "The six million dollar boy" was the first one the children with the story. They will take turns with all the children and will be asked each other a "special thing" that they will do to the end of the day.
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Sex in the free U

The Free University contains students from all over the United States, because it is one of the few universities that take no trace of a student's past. According to Bob Cameron, director of the Free University, the club will be changes in some ways from the previous year.

Born, a former U of Illinois, really wants to get back into the swing of things. Cameron said the last semester of the free university was the best received, and about 250 students attended the first semester.

"All the netters I talked to said they had a good deal of fun," Cameron said in the free university arc.

Rozanne Evans
Back to basics

Three kinds of fermented milk have been created over the past thirty years, before 100 degrees F., you will kill your culture.

There is no need to worry about the inactivation of enzymes because only lactose is broken down to carbon dioxide and water in the stomach. The process is not affected by the presence of other microorganisms in the stomach in the form of milk bacteria, since these are already present in the mixture. If lactose is broken down by some other microorganism, then the mixture becomes sour and the milk is spoiled.

A very good way to tell if a milk mixture is sour is by looking at the color. A sour mixture will show a yellowish or greenish color, while a fresh mixture will show a white or light yellow color.

In the case of milk, the temperature at which the process is carried out is very important. If the temperature is too high, the milk can become sour. On the other hand, if the temperature is too low, the process will not be completed.

There are two main types of fermented milk: milk and yogurt.

In the case of milk, the temperature at which the process is carried out is very important. If the temperature is too high, the milk can become sour. On the other hand, if the temperature is too low, the process will not be completed.

In the case of yogurt, the process is carried out at a lower temperature, and the resulting product is a sour-tasting, thick, white liquid called yogurt. Yogurt is used as a base for many different dishes, and it can be consumed raw or cooked. It is highly nutritious and can be used to make many different types of dishes, such as salads, soups, and sauces.

There are many different types of yogurt, and each type has its own unique characteristics. Some of the most popular types of yogurt include greek yogurt, plain yogurt, and fruit-flavored yogurt. Each type of yogurt has its own unique flavor and texture, and they can be consumed raw or cooked. Yogurt is a very healthy food, and it is a good source of protein, calcium, and vitamins. It is also a good source of probiotics, which are beneficial bacteria that help to promote good gut health.

In conclusion, fermented milk and yogurt are very useful foods that can be used to make many different dishes. They are both nutritious and healthy, and they can be consumed raw or cooked. They are also very versatile, and they can be used to make many different dishes, such as salads, soups, and sauces.

Legal rights series begins

The treatment of women under the marriage laws in the United States and Maryland has been the subject of the U of W's Women's Center.

A free week series on "Our Legal Rights: Women's and the Law" begins this week with the "Women and Credit".
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FOREIGN CAR OWNERS: YOU NEED PARTS NOT HEADACHES

WHY should you have to wait for replacement parts to be shipped in from long distances—or worse yet, from countries far from your own? That's a big-step headache. We've got a sure cure—With-Your-Own-auto parts. You can plug in a complete set of foreign car parts for the lowest prices in town. Buy your brand new Repairs, ohne, or take your car to us. If you work for us, we can give you a discount on foreign car parts. Here are the addresses of foreign car experts near you when you call or write.

WORLDPARTS

Auto Parts for Foreign—Complete Independent Corporation

MINNEAPOLIS-8, MINN.: 1816 E. Lake St., 612-449-6160

NEW YORK: 753 W. 15th St., 858-3457

CHICAGO: 1530 S. New St., 784-5850

FT. WORTH: 2500 W. 7th Ave., 356-7171

CLEVELAND: 3737 berg St., 332-7200

HILLSIDE, N. J.: 15 N. 1st St., 491-8100

DETROIT: 3375 Livonia Ave., 267-2700

PHILADELPHIA: 600 S. Broad St., 365-7979

WASHINGTON: 2145 12th St., 322-4020

Parts for all makes of imports

PARTS MART

115 W. 6th, Moscow, Idaho

At the sign of the Amerian

982-2722

SPECIAL BOSCH PLUGS 99¢ ea

Ready to Wear

Entire stock of fall & winter dress & car coats, ½ price skis jackets ½ off

Sportswear

Slacks, tops, sweaters, ½ price

Accessories

groups of jewelry, 2 for $1 Sale ½ price

socks, 1 for $1

knee socks, groups of socks, Sale 10¢ each

Fabrics

group of assorted fabrics

polyester double knit fabrics

Entire stock of Woolens ½ price

Round-Up on Sale

Tues Jan 27 - Sat Jan 31

Mens Department

groups of leisure suits, 83¢ off

group of dress pants, ½ off

group of jackets, ½ off

group of sport shirts & knit shirts, ½ off

Womens Department

Entire stock of fall & winter dress & car coats, ½ price

Ready to Wear

Entire stock of fall & winter dress & car coats, ½ price

skis jackets ½ off

Sportswear

Slacks, tops, sweaters, ½ price

Ready to Wear

Entire stock of fall & winter dress & car coats, ½ price

skis jackets ½ off

Sportswear

Slacks, tops, sweaters, ½ price
New “Access” to No. Idaho

By BRUCE BUCK

The “New Access” is an information directory of businesses, services, and organizations available.

Published by a group of local residents, including Joe Nelson of Baskerville, Patricia Hart, and Pat Sprague, of Great Falls, the book was compiled as a non-profit labor in the community.

Bob Mathews, another contributor, said, “We quickly realized it would be too detailed or slow and needed a way to get more information to the residents of this area.”

“The criteria for the book,” Mathews continued, “is that businesses and organizations are at least minimally priced and represent the community as an entity.”

The book was compiled by several members of the local group and was in various communities. They checked businesses, public services, and businesses of the area in order to keep the community informed.

There is no charge for listing.

The publishing cost was borne by the book.

The book’s frontispiece is the Baskerville book store, “Marley’s.” We’ve been very successful, with about 2,000 copies, which we are currently printing out of state. We have 75 copies, 25 copies of which we are now selling. We are not sure how many more.

“New Access” is priced at $4.50, and is sold at Baskerville, Food Co, Montana Mountain Foods, and the Student Book Store.

Celebration to sing

Catherine, January 30 with Dr. Greene; Catherine, The music group from Seattle will portray Fats Waller in the 23rd Street. An evening with this six-member band is sponsored by the Greater Montanans Center.

Tickets are $2 advance and $3 at the door. Proceeds are for the Union Information desk and the Commercial Center.

Program for women begins

American working women of the Americas were burned in the 26th, 27th, and 28th, the Montana Business and Professional Women’s Exam group, and in the 28th, the Montana Business and Professional Women’s Exam group, at the Great Neck Country.

The Montana Business and Professional Women’s Exam group members, who were busy and became organized with the support of women and the 28th, the Montana Business and Professional Women’s Exam group, the Montana Business and Professional Women’s Exam group, and the Montana Business and Professional Women’s Exam group.
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Enough Blue Mt.

Since the divine conception of Blue Mt. six years ago, the U of I has stumbled through an unplanned, part spring meeting.

This dilemma has widened the gap between the central and local community. While some have chosen in its benefit, others have failed to perceive the business risk with possible piddly profit.

It seems to me that the problem is not the festival itself, but rather the hodge-podge manner in which it is handled. The problem that can crop up each year are some people and the discussions that result are also strikingly similar. It is time to stop this wild ping ponging and arrive at an arrangement, which will encompass the needs and desires of every group.

The priorities as I see them are: 1. personal safety and welfare of all; 2. national excellence; 3. private and public property; and 4. the concerns of Moscow merchants.

The scope of Blue Mt. is no longer confined to the Moscow Post Office. According to a reliable source the event enlarges yet year by year, 2-5,000 people. If the option is to include Blue Mt. in the Moscow regular event then it is obvious that cooperation to achieve the priority should be attempted.

More than adequate funding must be available to provide a similar event for any part of the community. As editor of the Argonaut, I hereby solemnly swear that this paper will not know a formalistic political rhetoric on the subject unless and until this issue involved build down and come up with a definite plan.

EDITORIAL

IT effective

Despite the fact that the Idaho State University is a collective bargaining unit, Idaho State University, perhaps for the first time in its history, has been effective. A relatively low paid, full time employee, Mike Garrow, president of the IT at the U of I, the Idaho State University local, has been able to work out a contract that will provide job security and a workable policy in the future.

The contract is a recognition that the people who work here, the people who are able to provide this service, are workmen of high worth and need some respect. It is a recognition that the job security required by these people are a must to the operation of this university. It is a recognition that these people are as important as the professor, the president, or the university administrator.

Moreover, the administration's offer of a negotiated policy over a legal policy under the CB is a recognition of what the legal policy has been used in several situations against the state as well as the nation at large.

In reference to this policy Garrow, president of the local, states that it had not been a law of recent years that had its scope limited to the departmental status. The university staff put the union and asked for help. The campus and the IT negotiated a new policy.

That this solution is intact is that the government and the university is intact. That this solution is intact is that the university respects the union and the union respects the university.

As a result of this the political climate at the university has not been altered. The university has not been altered. It is the same as it has been. It is no longer a battle of the IT and the university but a recognition of the importance of the two organizations.

In reference to this the IT is able to work with the administration on a united front to achieve its goals. In this way the administration and the university can achieve their goals.

Calendar revised

A major report and some resolutions that eligible several delegates at the 1977 council were approved with new president to be elected at the 1977 council. The recommendations from the 1976 Presidential primary bar the Catholic Church, Harvard, and every other religious body.

The 1976 Presidential primary bar the Catholic Church, Harvard, and every other religious body.

Scott Reeves

Presidential primaries begin

The 1976 Presidential primary bar the Catholic Church, Harvard, and every other religious body.

The 1976 Presidential primary bar the Catholic Church, Harvard, and every other religious body.

Letters to the editor are written by the author.
**Track meet is success**

by DAVID COCHRAN

A new number one-style track and field coach is rising in the University of Idaho. The coach, Glenn Jones-Richard, is the new leader of the Idaho track team. Jones-Richard, who previously worked under the guidance of Coach Dan Stimpson, will bring a fresh perspective to the program.

Jones-Richard has been with the university for two years, during which time he has watched the team improve significantly. "I really hope that the new players will enjoy themselves and have fun," he said.

The athletes on the team are excited about the new coach. "I feel like this is a great opportunity for us," said one athlete.

Jones-Richard's philosophy is to focus on the individual athlete and their needs. "I believe in treating each athlete as an individual," he said. "I want to help them reach their potential."